
Every story, in every genre starts with the idea of two simple words. What if. Because, when we 

turn those words into a question story in its purest essence is shaped. That question crosses 

genres and mediums and is the very beat of a writer’s heart. 

What if? What if? What if? 

  

Think about it. What if DNA extracted from mosquitos could bring back dinosaurs? What if two 

siblings separated at birth hold the key to saving the galaxy? What if Scarlett falls in love with 

Rhett? And what if a strong, intelligent, white southern gentleman in the deep south before civil 

rights decides to stand for what is right in a court of law, despite what the rest of the town 

thinks? (a personal favorite, I tried naming my son Atticus but Mr. Scott was unimpressed. 

The thing about What if? however, is that your story (just as the above stories) isn’t finished with 

just that one answer. In truth, that What if? leads to even more What ifs?.  

  

What if DNA extract from mosquitos could bring back dinosaurs? What if someone decided to 

use that science for profit? What if he made a theme park? What if he then brought his 

grandchildren to visit? What if the infrastructure at his park fails? What if dinosaurs run 

rampant? 

Each time you answer one question, you lead yourself right into another.  

I’ll use Suzie Speaksmuch as our example.  

What if Suzie Speaksmuch has a crush on Darrel Quietman? 

What if Suzie Speaksmuch sits in his section each time she goes to the coffee shop? 

What if Suze Speaksmuch keeps talking even though Darrel just smiles? 

What if Darrel starts to like Suzie? 

  

What if Suzie Speaksmuch has a crush on Darrel Quietman? She’s going to find ways to be 

around him, to speak to him and learn more about him. 

What if Suzie Speaksmuch sits in his section each time she goes to the coffee shop? Then she 

gets excited and nervous and wants to spend more time with him.  

What if Suze Speaksmuch keeps talking even though Darrel just smiles? Then Darrel keeps 

spending more and more time, listening to her and learning about her too. 

What if Darrel starts to like Suzie? He talks to Suzie, finds out more about her. 

What if Darrel shows up to walk Suzie home from class? And maybe they hold hands and we 

have the beginnings of a romance. 

  

And just like that silly example, we are answering the what ifs. The things is, we do this 

naturally. So while I’m setting up this lesson, asking what if to plot out the sequence of a story 

don’t necessarily make that story more entertaining.  

KM Weiland actually touches on this (and I was so excited she did) in her Outlining book on 

writing. It's not these What if? questions we need to be thinking about—because they come 

naturally. It’s the ones that we aren’t thinking about.  

  

What if Suzie only likes Darrel because her parents hate him? 

What if Suzie only likes Darrel to get one over on her enemy who also likes Darrel? 

What if an armed robber storms into the shop while Suzie and Darrel are there? 

What if Darrel hates Suzie? 

What if Darrel secretly has super powers? 



What if this is all a dream of Suzie’s and Darrel is actually a figment of her imagination that her 

subconscious brings to life? 

  

When we take a notebook and jot down all these what ifs (or type them out) for our story, as far-

fetched and out there as we can, we inevitably open up doors into new ideas.  

  

In my current WIP I asked a lot of What ifs? and one in particular set me on a path that changed 

the entire story. “What if *insert character* is really the bad guy?” Because at the time, the tech 

guru behind the scenes best friend could never be the bad guy. He was good, nobody would ever 

suspect him. How could I make that happen? And then… I did make that happen. All with one 

What if? 

  

Here’s the homework. Take both (I’m assuming we all have a touch of romance here) main 

characters and ask ten What ifs? about each one and post them to a thread titled YOUR NAME: 

What Ifs. Remembering, this is a plotting workshop. I encourage everyone to reach out and read 

the other what ifs and ask some of your own to someone else… or even apply their What ifs to 

your own.  
 

 


